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Analyses discussed here mainly use 8 TeV data. 13 TeV to come.
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What is my

production mode?

H → ZZ has high resolution and large S/B. An 
event categorization is performed based on the 
different production modes (number of leptons, 
jets, b-jets and MET) and ME based discriminants 
sensitive to signal and background kinematics
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7 exclusive categories

for the main Higgs production modes
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Let there be light

High resolution channel despite the small branching ratio (0.23% @ 125.09 GeV). 
Diphoton events fall in exclusive ttH, VH, VBF and untagged categories, and 
an unbinned combined maximum likelihood fit is applied on mγγ
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Figure 15: Fit results for two parameterisations allowing BSM loop couplings discussed in the text: the first one
assumes that BBSM � 0 and that |V |  1, where V denotes Z or W , and the second one assumes that there
are no additional BSM contributions to the Higgs boson width, i.e. BBSM = 0. The measured results for the
combination of ATLAS and CMS are reported together with their uncertainties, as well as the individual results
from each experiment. The hatched areas show the non-allowed regions for the t parameter, which is assumed
to be positive without loss of generality. The error bars indicate the 1� (thick lines) and 2� (thin lines) intervals.
When a parameter is constrained and reaches a boundary, namely |V | = 1 or BBSM = 0, the uncertainty is not
defined beyond this boundary. For those parameters with no sensitivity to the sign, only the absolute values are
shown.

and �� decay loops may be a↵ected by the presence of additional particles. The results of this fit, which
has only the e↵ective coupling modifiers � and g as free parameters, with all other coupling modifiers
fixed to their SM values of unity, are shown in Fig. 17. The point � = 1 and g = 1 lies within the 68%
CL region and the p-value of the compatibility between the data and the SM predictions is 82%.
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Best fit set of κ (                  ) where 
BR to BSM decays (BBSM) is allowed  
to be non-zero.   

Combination of ATLAS and CMS data 
at 7 and 8 TeV 

 

BBSM = 0.34 at 95% CL 

 

Room for new physics to exist 

 

2.4. Coupling modifiers

Based on a LO-motivated framework [32] (-framework), coupling modifiers have been proposed to
interpret the LHC data by introducing specific modifications of the Higgs boson couplings related to
BSM physics. Within the assumptions already mentioned in Section 1, the production and decay of
the Higgs boson can be factorised, such that the cross section times branching fraction of an individual
channel �(i! H ! f ) contributing to a measured signal yield can be parameterised as:

�i · B f =
�i(~) · �f (~)
�H

, (4)

where �H is the total width of the Higgs boson and �f is the partial width for Higgs boson decay to the
final state f . A set of coupling modifiers, ~, is introduced to parameterise possible deviations from the
SM predictions of the Higgs boson couplings to SM bosons and fermions. For a given production process
or decay mode, denoted “ j”, a coupling modifier  j is defined such that:

2j = � j/�
SM
j or 2j = �

j/� j
SM, (5)

where all  j values equal unity in the SM; here, by construction, the SM cross sections and branching
fractions include the best available higher-order QCD and EW corrections. This higher-order accuracy is
not necessarily preserved for  j values di↵erent from unity, but the dominant higher-order QCD correc-
tions factorise to a large extent from any rescaling of the coupling strengths and are therefore assumed to
remain valid over the entire range of  j values considered in this paper. Di↵erent production processes and
decay modes probe di↵erent coupling modifiers, as can be visualised from the Feynman diagrams shown
in Figs. 1–6. Individual coupling modifiers, corresponding to tree-level Higgs boson couplings to the
di↵erent particles, are introduced, as well as two e↵ective coupling modifiers, g and �, which describe
the loop processes for ggF production and H ! �� decay. This is possible because BSM particles that
might be present in these loops are not expected to appreciably change the kinematics of the correspond-
ing process. The gg ! H and H ! �� loop processes can thus be studied, either through these e↵ective
coupling modifiers, thereby providing sensitivity to potential BSM particles in the loops, or through the
coupling modifiers corresponding to the SM particles. In contrast, the gg ! ZH process, which occurs
at LO through box and triangular loop diagrams (Figs. 2b and 2c), is always taken into account, within the
limitations of the framework, by resolving the loop in terms of the corresponding coupling modifiers, Z
and t.

Contributions from interference e↵ects between the di↵erent diagrams provide some sensitivity to the
relative signs of the Higgs boson couplings to di↵erent particles. As discussed in Section 6.4, such
e↵ects are potentially largest for the H ! �� decays, but may also be significant in the case of ggZH
and tH production. The ggF production process, when resolved in terms of its SM structure, provides
sensitivity, although limited, to the relative signs of t and b through the t–b interference. The relative
signs of the coupling modifiers ⌧ and µ with respect to other coupling modifiers are not considered in
this paper, since the current sensitivity to possible interference terms is negligible.

As an example of the possible size of such interference e↵ects, the tH cross section is small in the SM, ap-
proximately 14% of the ttH cross section, because of destructive interference between diagrams involving
the couplings to the W boson and the top quark, as shown in Table 4. However, the interference becomes
constructive for negative values of the product W · t. In the specific case where W · t = �1, the tHW
and tHq cross sections increase by factors of 6 and 13, respectively, so that the tH process displays some

9
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q  Have found 1 Higgs so look for more 

q  SUSY models include extended Higgs sectors. 

•  In the MSSM all extra Higgses are heavier than the SM-like H.  

•  Heavier Higgses have decay patterns covered by searches 
used for discovery of existing Higgs.  

q  Beyond simplest SUSY model (MSSM) Higgs sectors can be 
expanded. 

q  Higgses lighter than the discovered Higgs can exist within such 
models 
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MSSM: two higgs doublets  

Hd couples to down type quarks and leptons  

Hu couples to up type quarks 

        5 physical Higgs states h, H, A, H+/-   

NMSSM: two Higgs doublets and new Higgs singlet superfield S 

Ø  New scalar and pseudoscaler Higgs bosons & new higgsino 

Ø  Solves µ-problem 

MA, tanβ describe  

parameter space  

MSSM � NMSSM 
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MSSM superpotential  

Robin Aggleton NExT meeting 16/4/14

Introduction-to-the-NMSSM
• Minimal Super Symmetric Standard Model (MSSM) reminder:

‣ “Supersymmetry” between fermions & bosons - new spectrum of partner particles (sfermions and 
bosinos)

‣ Solves hierarchy problem: why isn’t mh ~ Λ? Top and stop loops ~ cancel 

• Problems with MSSM:

‣ Mu problem:  mass term in MSSM has parameter μ, determines mh, so ~EWK scale. But a priori no 
reason to be EWK scale

‣ Little fine-tuning problem: fine-tuning of stop mass needed for mh - tension with current limits 

• “Next-to-MSSM” (NMSSM) introduces additional singlet#S to resolve this:

‣ μeff is now replaced by λ⟨S⟩, λ now dimensionless - scale invariant

‣ Eases fine-tuning of Higgs & stop masses

‣ Get enhanced Higgs spectrum: 3 CP-even (h1,2,3), 2 CP-odd (a1,2) & 2 charged (H±)
3

WMSSM = µĤuĤd +WYukawa

WNMSSM = �ŜĤuĤd +


3
Ŝ3 +WYukawa

The µ problem    

µ is parameter with dimensions of mass and no a priori link to EWK scale 

Natural values 0 or MPlanck. Require at EWK/SUSY scale. 
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NMSSM Introduce additional Singlet superfield to superpotential  

Effective µ term generated by dynamical symmetry breaking 

S develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value   

µ = λ S λ dimensionless - scale invariant 

MSSM � NMSSM 
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Higgs sector now has 7 particles  

h1,2,3 3 neutral scalars. SM-like Higgs can be h1,2 

a1,2    2 pseudoscalars 

h+/-    Charged Higgses 

Lightest scalar and pseudoscalar can have large singlet component and hence 
evade exclusion limits from earlier searches (e.g. LEP) 

Higgs sector now described by 6 parameters as opposed to 2 (MA, tanβ) in MSSM 

NMSSM Higgs Sector 
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•  No mass term for singlino.  

•  LSP has large singlino component hence naturally light.  

•  Relic abundance fixed by annihilation through a1 

•  Different phenomenology.  
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Figure 1. Heatmaps of ma1 as a function of several NMSSM input parameters: κ, λ, and Aκ.
Each horizontal bin is normalised such that the largest bin in each row has contents = 1. Relaxed
constraints have been applied, apart from those on Higgs signal rates.

searches for scalars decaying to ττ pairs, though one might add that more recently [25]

claims there still is a very constrained possibility that the heavier scalar is the discovered

one in the phenomenological MSSM.

The inclusion of the extra singlet superfield results in a modified superpotential,

WNMSSM ⊃ λ!S !Hu
!Hd +

κ

3
!S3, (2.2)

where λ and κ are dimensionless coupling constants, and we have assumed a Z3 invariant

model. The rest of the superpotential is formed from the usual Yukawa terms for quarks and

leptons as in the MSSM. Further, one needs to add the corresponding soft supersymmetry

breaking terms in the scalar potential,

V NMSSM
soft ⊃ m2

S |S|2 +
"
λAλHuHdS +

κ

3
AκS

3 + h.c.

#
, (2.3)

where mS , Aλ and Aκ are dimensionful mass and trilinear parameters, and one also has

the other usual MSSM soft SUSY breaking terms.

As the masses of the singlet dominated scalar and pseudoscalar are essentially free

parameters, it opens the possibility for them to be very light. If the singlet component of

a1 is large enough, then such light particles can easily escape all exclusion limits from earlier

searches. We briefly consider ma1 as a function of selected input parameters, showing the

results in figure 1. Scan details are explained below. Relaxed constraints have been applied,

apart from those on Higgs signal rates. Each horizontal bin is normalised such that the

largest bin in each row has contents = 1. This allows one to see which value(s) of input

parameter are preferred for a given ma1 by removing any underlying distribution in ma1 .

There are a few salient features to note. Most strikingly, panel (a) shows that Aκ ∼ 0

or slightly negative is highly favoured for a light a1 scenario. Panel (b) indicates some

preference for κ ! 0.3, with another “hotspot” of points at κ ∼ 0.02− 0.04. Panel (c) also

shows a weak preference for a fairly small λ ∼ 0.15.

Whilst a scalar with mass ∼ 125 GeV is easily achievable in the NMSSM, it is useful

to momentarily review its dependence on the model input parameters. A scalar with mass

– 5 –
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The first striking feature of the nMSSM is the absence of a mass term for the pure

singlino, whose mass can be raised up to ∼ 75GeV only via mixing effects. The singlino

is thus naturally light and the LSP, which generally contains a large singlino component,

can have a mass lighter than ∼ 5GeV, leading to a quite different phenomenology for the

nMSSM in both collider and DM searches.

The Higgs sector of the nMSSM superpotential reads [15] (in contrast to eq. (2.2))

WnMSSM ⊃ λŜĤuĤd + ξF Ŝ , (2.4)

to which the usual Yukawa terms are added. The corresponding soft SUSY breaking terms

are very similar to eq. (2.3), but removing the κ
3AκS3 term and introducing a tadpole term:

V nMSSM
soft ⊃ m2

S |S|2 + (λAλHuHdS + ξSS + h.c.) , (2.5)

where ξF and ξS are O(M2
SUSY ) and O(M3

SUSY ) terms which avoid domains walls and

stability problems of the nMSSM (see [15]).

Our reinterpretation of the constraints arising from low mass 8TeV scalar searches

will be based on the results presented in a recent paper [51] that reviews the status of the

nMSSM after the first run of the LHC and highlights the prospects for this model for the

13TeV run of the CERN machine. Referring to [51] for more details, we summarise here

the major details of the parameter scan and of the constraints imposed. NMSSMTools has

been used to scan over the following parameters:

m0, M1/2, A0, µ, tanβ , λ, ξF , ξS , Aλ (2.6)

all defined at the GUT scale except tan β, defined at MZ , and λ and µ, both defined at the

SUSY scale. We impose the following universal soft terms conditions at the GUT scale:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

mQ = mU = mD = mL = mE ≡ m0

Au = Ad = Ae ≡ A0

M1 = M2 = M3 ≡ M1/2 .

(2.7)

Regions of the parameter space where sparticles are out of the LHC reach have been

discarded, thus only focusing on regions with interesting prospects at present and future

colliders. Constraints on direct sparticle searches at LEP, Tevatron, and the LHC have

been implemented via the SModelS [52, 53] and MadAnalysis5 [54–56] packages.

In [51], three regions compatible with the aforementioned combination of theoretical,

cosmological and collider constraints were identified. In two of them the LSP has a mass

of ∼ 45GeV and ∼ 70GeV respectively, while a third region features a light LSP, mLSP <

5GeV. This is the only region with a light spin 0 state, a1, in the mass range of interest for

this paper. In particular one has ma1 ∼ 2mχ̃0
1
, which ensures an efficient annihilation in the

early Universe and thus provides a relic abundance compatible1 with the value measured

by the Planck collaboration [57]. Within this region, there are two different subregions,

1Regions where the DM relic abundance is below the experimental value have been considered as valid.

– 8 –

Discrete R-symmetry Z3 symmetry 



H125 → a1a1 decays  
n  Lightest Higgs does not have to be observed Higgs 
n  H → hh (scalar or pseudoscaler) possible in many models 

q  In general pseudoscaler more potential hence label a1 in slides.   

n  Possible a1 decay modes and BR depend on mass 

-  H → a1a1 → bbbb   
-  H → a1a1 → bbττ  
-  H → a1a1 → ττττ
-  H → a1a1 → bbµµ

-  H → a1a1 → ττµµ

-  H → a1a1 → µµµµ
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Note analyses only rely on masses and kinematics not type of higgs 

• Several searches for light bosons in the context of NMSSM, 2HDM
+S and dark SUSY scenarios have been performed or are ongoing 
at CMS 

• Signature: h1/2 → 2a1 with h1/2 the 125 GeV higgs boson and a1 the 
lightest CP-odd state 

• Many different final states have been studied so far, which are 
expected to be dominant in different a1 mass ranges 
• 4µ: 2mµ<ma<2mτ  
• 4τ: 2mτ<ma<2mb  
• 2τ2µ: 2mτ<ma<2mb  
• 2b2µ: 2mb<ma 

Searches at CMS

4

h

a1

a1

g

g

µ+

µ�

b̄

b

1

May 9th 2017 Searches for light BSM Higgs states with CMS



Branching Ratios for a1 - NMSSM 
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Plot produced using 
NMSSMTools 

bb threshold = 2 B meson mass 

a1 → gg dominated 

by b quark loop 

b quark pole mass 

≠ B meson mass  

a1→ gg*→gcc 
dominant mode. 
Hence behaves like 
gg mode 

ττ threshold  

µµ final state 
ss dominant below ττ threshold 
favoured over µµ by colour factor 



Mass ranges for analyses (H→a1a1 only) 
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2mµ 2mτ 2mb

0.25-3.5 GeV  
4µ 

CMS: 1506.00424  

4 - 8 GeV  
4τ 

CMS: 1510.06534  

4 - 15 GeV  
4τ 

CMS: HIG-14-022  

20 – 62.6 GeV  
2τ2µ 

CMS: HIG-14-022  

3.5 – 50 GeV  
2τ2µ 

ATLAS:1505.01609 

25 – 65 GeV  
2b2µ 

CMS: HIG-14-041  



Analysis Characteristics 
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H125 

a1 a1 

f 

f 

f’ 

f’ 

For large mass differences between H and a1 decay products can be very boosted 

ma < 10 GeV  ma ~ 10 – 15 GeV  ma > 20 GeV  

ΔR ~ 2ma

pT
a ~ 4ma

mH

Boosted Techniques Intermediate region 
a challenge Standard techniques 



CMS Four tau analyses  
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Robin Aggleton NExT meeting 16/4/14

• Look in the following channel: 2 muons + 2 tracks

• In our detector:

• Expected signal after cuts for 20 fb-1:

‣ Assume σxBR = 3pb: ma = 4 GeV → 33 evts, ma = 8 GeV → 20 evts

Analysis-Strategy

9

μ±

μ±

track∓

track∓

mh >> ma1 → a1 
boosted, tau pair highly 

collimated

Look for 1 track close to 
mu (opposite-charge)

Same-charge muons 
to remove BGsh1,2 has low pT → large 

separation between muons

h1,2

a1

a1

τ+

τ+

τ−

τ−

µ−

µ−

track+

track+

Robin Aggleton NExT meeting 16/4/14

• Look in the following channel: 2 muons + 2 tracks

• In our detector:

• Expected signal after cuts for 20 fb-1:

‣ Assume σxBR = 3pb: ma = 4 GeV → 33 evts, ma = 8 GeV → 20 evts

Analysis-Strategy

9

μ±

μ±

track∓

track∓

mh >> ma1 → a1 
boosted, tau pair highly 

collimated

Look for 1 track close to 
mu (opposite-charge)

Same-charge muons 
to remove BGsh1,2 has low pT → large 

separation between muons

h1,2

a1

a1

τ+

τ+

τ−

τ−

µ−

µ−

track+

track+

Enabling this analysis required a trigger modification to allow non-isolated muons 

• Search for a pseudo-scalar in mass range 5 < ma < 15 
GeV decaying to pairs of taus 

• Tau leptons in final state → more expected events + 
good background rejection! 

• Tau decays into µ/e/h: to reduce background, require 
at least 2 muons in final state 

• a1 relatively light → tau leptons are boosted → 
dedicated algorithms to distinguish the overlapping 
taus 

• 2 search regions defined based on mT formed from a 
high-pT trigger muon and the missing pT 
→ ensure high sensitivity to signal in each region 
• low mT (≤ 50 GeV): mainly ggh 
• high mT (> 50 GeV): equal parts ggh and Wh 

10

Search for H(125) → 2a1 → 4τ

May 9th 2017 Searches for light BSM Higgs states with CMS HIG-14-019



Background estimation 4τ channel 
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Robin Aggleton NExT meeting 16/4/14

Sideband-region
• Want to extract 1D mass distribution for QCD background: use tag-and-probe 

approach

‣ Assume that the invar. mass of ‘probe’ μ+tk is uncorrelated with track multiplicity about ‘tag’ 
muon 

‣ Increase track multiplicity around tag μ → QCD evts enhanced, signal evts diminished

‣ Probe provides mass shape for QCD background

• Use shape from Ntrk = 2 + 3

12

μ1 ‘probe’ μ2 ‘tag’

  10

Validation of Tag-and-ProbeValidation of Tag-and-Probe

• Plot m1 (probed µ-trk pair) for di&erent 
charged particle multiplicities around tag 
muon ( N(trk) )

DataData

Dominant background is QCD (mostly bb) 

 

Ø  Tag as QCD by allowing more tracks 
around “tag” muon (µ2).

Ø  Use mass µ1 + track to determine QCD 
mass distribution 

Ø  Assumes 2 masses uncorrelated 
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Signal mass (µ + trk) function of mass 

Background determined from data 

No evidence of a signal.  

Dataset 19.7 fb-1 8 TeV CMS 



CMS 2µ 2τ analysis 
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• Search for a1 with mass in range 15 < ma < 62.5 GeV 
• lower bound set by requirement to have good 

signal selection efficiency  

• a1 relatively heavy → good separation between tau 
leptons 

• Five final states studied:  
• µµτeτh, µµτµτh, µµτµτe, µµτeτe, µµτhτh 
• µµτµτµ not considered because too difficult to 

identify origin of the muon 
• from tau decay or pseudo-scalar decay 

• Very good mass resolution for m(µµ) and m(ττ) 

• Selections: 
• 2 muons with pT: 18-9 GeV 
• |m(µµττ) − 125 GeV| < 25 GeV 
• |m(µµ) − m(ττ) |/m(µµ) < 0.8 

• Dominant background from ZZ and reducible 
processes (Z+jets, WZ+jets)

12

Search for H(125) → 2a1 → 2τ2µ

May 9th 2017 Searches for light BSM Higgs states with CMS HIG-15-011

h

a1

a1

g

g

µ+

µ�

b̄

b

1

ma = 40 GeV

Combinations 
µµτeτe, µµτeτµ, µµτeτh, µµτµτh, µµτhτh

Use µµ for good mass resolution & hence 
background rejection.  

 

Mass range 20 – 62.5 GeV  (MH/2) 

Above 20 GeV little boost.   
→ All separated by at least ΔR = 0.4 
→ Use standard hadronic tau reco 
 

Use b-tag veto to remove top bg.  

4 4 Background estimation

Table 1: Selection criteria in the five final states. The two pT and h values quoted for the muons
in the µµtµth and µµtetµ final states correspond to the case where the muons are responsible
or not for firing the trigger path.

µµtete µµtetµ µµteth µµtµth µµthth

µ1 pT >18 GeV, |h| < 2.4, Irel < 0.4, Loose PF ID
µ2 Irel < 0.4, Loose PF ID, |h| < 2.4

pT > 9 GeV pT > 5/9 GeV pT > 9 GeV pT > 5/9 GeV pT > 9 GeV
te pT > 7 GeV, |h| < 2.5, MVA ID - -

Irel < 0.4 Irel < 0.4 Irel < 0.2
th - - pT > 15 GeV, |h| < 2.3, Loose anti-µ

Loose iso. Loose iso. Medium iso.
Loose anti-e vLoose anti-e vLoose anti-e

tµ - pT > 9/5 GeV - pT > 9/5 GeV -
|h| < 2.4 |h| < 2.4

Loose PF ID Tight PF ID
Irel < 0.4 Irel < 0.25

b–Jet veto No b–tagged jet in the event.
Lepton veto No additional identified and isolated electron or muon.
|mµµtt � 125| < 25 GeV

|mµµ � mtt |/mµµ < 0.8
DR between leptons > 0.4

|mvis
µµee � 125| > 15 GeV -

pair and the di-tau pair, is required to lie close to the h boson mass: |mµµtt � 125| < 25 GeV.
The di-tau mass mtt is fully reconstructed with a maximum likelihood algorithm taking as
input the four-momenta of the visible particles, as well as the missing transverse energy and its
resolution [25]. Second, as the di-muon pair and the di-tau pair are expected to have the same
mass in signal events, a selection criterium on the absolute mass difference between the lepton
pairs, normalized over the di-muon pair, is applied: |mµµ � mtt|/mµµ < 0.8. These two cuts
have a signal efficiency larger than 95%.

A summary of the criteria applied to select events in the five final states is shown in Tab. 1.

4 Background estimation
Two types of backgrounds contribute to the final states studied in this analysis: irreducible ZZ
diboson production, and reducible processes with at least one jet misidentified as one of the
leptons. The reducible background is essentially composed of Z+jets and WZ+jets processes.

The ZZ ! 4` contribution is estimated directly from MC, and the process is scaled to its next-
to-leading order (NLO) cross section [26]. Because of the low number of events passing the
selection in the µµthth final state, the di-muon mass (mµµ) distribution of the ZZ background
is taken from a selection with a relaxed tau isolation for this final state. This does not modify
the overall shape but contributes to making it smoother.

The mµµ shape and the normalization of the reducible backgrounds are determined in two dif-
ferent steps. The normalization is obtained with a data-driven method. The rates with which
jets are misidentified as hadronic taus, electrons, or muons are measured in dedicated signal-
free control regions. These regions are defined similarly as the signal region, except that the

4 4 Background estimation
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have a signal efficiency larger than 95%.

A summary of the criteria applied to select events in the five final states is shown in Tab. 1.
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Two types of backgrounds contribute to the final states studied in this analysis: irreducible ZZ
diboson production, and reducible processes with at least one jet misidentified as one of the
leptons. The reducible background is essentially composed of Z+jets and WZ+jets processes.

The ZZ ! 4` contribution is estimated directly from MC, and the process is scaled to its next-
to-leading order (NLO) cross section [26]. Because of the low number of events passing the
selection in the µµthth final state, the di-muon mass (mµµ) distribution of the ZZ background
is taken from a selection with a relaxed tau isolation for this final state. This does not modify
the overall shape but contributes to making it smoother.

The mµµ shape and the normalization of the reducible backgrounds are determined in two dif-
ferent steps. The normalization is obtained with a data-driven method. The rates with which
jets are misidentified as hadronic taus, electrons, or muons are measured in dedicated signal-
free control regions. These regions are defined similarly as the signal region, except that the
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Figure 5: Expected upper limits at 95% CL on the production of h ! aa relative to the SM h
production, scaled by B(a ! tt)2, in the µµtete (top left), µµtetµ (top right), µµteth (center
left), µµtµth (center right), and µµthth (bottom left) final states, and for the combination of
these five final states (bottom right). B(a ! tt)2 is close to 1 in the hypothesis where the
pseudoscalar a boson does not decay to quarks. No excess has a global significance larger than
2 standard deviations.
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Search range 3.5 – 50 GeV.  
Optimized for < 10 GeV.  
 
a → µµ trades trigger efficiency  
and signal/background for cross section. 
 
One τ → e or µ other τ → 1-3 trks.  
Use to select events only. Overcomes 
issue of boost at low ma. 
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Figure 4: Observed mµµ distribution in SRµ (top) and
SRe (bottom) and the background-only fit. The Z/�⇤

component of the fit is the combination of the Z boson
resonance and the �⇤ continuum models. The % residuals
are shown below each plot. Bins below 4GeV are 200MeV
wide, between 4GeV and 15GeV they are 500MeV wide,
and above 15GeV they are 2GeV wide. The expected

distribution from a signal with BR(h ! aa)=10% is shown
for three di↵erent ma hypotheses (5GeV, 10GeV, and

20GeV). Simulated SM backgrounds are shown in the stack,
with the Z/�⇤ sample only valid above mµµ > 10GeV.

is found for mµµ = 8.65GeV to be 0.0223, correspond-
ing to a local significance of 2.01�. Correcting for the
look-elsewhere e↵ect [71] gives a global p-value > 0.5, in-
dicating that at least one excess of this magnitude, or
larger, is expected from background fluctuations in at
least 50% of experiments.

With no evidence to support the NMSSM hypothesis, a
95% CL limit can be set using the CLs prescription [72].
Figure 6 shows the observed and expected limits on the
rate (�(gg ! h)⇥BR(h ! aa)) relative to the SM Higgs

Table IV: Measured values and uncertainties of
region-dependent parameters. The mµµ distribution is fit

between 2.8GeV and 70GeV for all regions, except for CRb,
which has a lower bound at 15GeV. There is no contribution

to the total background from the  or ⌥ resonances.

Parameter f
⌥

h
⌥

 +⌥

i
(%) f

Res

⇥
 +⌥

Total

⇤
(%) ft¯t

h
t¯t

Total

i
(%)

CRj 32.6± 0.3 14.7± 0.1 6.1± 0.9
CRb N/A N/A 87.2± 5.1
VRµ 35.8± 6.0 18.8± 2.3 28.2± 3.2
VRe 36.3± 9.2 12.2± 2.3 34.2± 3.6
SRµ 25.8± 4.9 15.2± 1.6 20.4± 4.1
SRe 24.5± 6.6 11.8± 1.6 23.5± 5.0

Figure 5: Observed p-value as a function of mµµ, with
downward fluctuations of the data represented by a p-value
of 0.5. The p-values are evaluated in 50MeV intervals below
15GeV, then 100MeV intervals up to 30GeV, and 200MeV
intervals up to mµµ = 50GeV. The p-values shown have not

been corrected for the look-elsewhere e↵ect.

boson gluon-gluon fusion production cross section (�SM),
calculated at NLO+NNLL precision [56], as a function of
ma with mH set to 125GeV. The limits are evaluated in
the same intervals used for the p-value scan. Also shown
in the figure is the total rate (�(gg ! H)⇥BR(H ! aa))
as a function of mHwith ma set to 5GeV, evaluated at
50GeV intervals from mH = 100GeV to 500GeV and
at mH = mh = 125GeV. In both panels of Fig. 6,
the observed and expected limits have been scaled by
BR(a ! ⌧⌧)2 to explicitly account for the branching ra-
tios assumed in this analysis and facilitate reinterpreta-
tion of the results.

Signal examples  + τ → µ

Resonant background  

6

Figure 1: Simulated dimuon invariant mass (mµµ)
distribution and the result of the simultaneous fit projected
into SRµ for one benchmark mass point with ma = 5GeV

and mH = mh = 125GeV. The best fit of the µµ resonance
model to the h ! aa signal simulation in SRµ is shown in
blue with its uncertainty as a yellow band. Also shown are
the forced ±1� systematic uncertainty variations, defined in
Sec. VII, in ↵

CB

and f⌧⌧ (dashed magenta). The top plot
shows the simulation and fits on a linear scale, the middle
on a logarithmic scale and the % residual of each fit is

shown at the bottom. The errors on the signal simulation
are statistical only.

Gaussian (GA) core, with mean µCB and width �CB, and
power-law distributions of orders 2.5 and 10 for the low-
end and high-end tails. The threshold parameter ↵CB,
which is in units of �CB, determines the point of transi-
tion from the core to either tail. The mean of the Crys-
tal Ball function is assumed to be proportional to ma,
with slope aµ, while its width is assumed to be linearly
dependent on both ma and mH with slopes a� and b�
respectively.

The Crystal Ball function is used to model the line-
shape of the a ! µµ resonance. A small contribution
from a ! ⌧⌧ ! µµ+4⌫ is included as a Gaussian distri-
bution, which, due to the kinematics of the ⌧ ! µ + 2⌫
decay, is expected to have a lower mean and worse reso-
lution than the a ! µµ resonance. The mean, µ⌧⌧ , and
width, �⌧⌧ , are set proportional to the corresponding pa-
rameters of the Crystal Ball function with the parameters
kµ < 1 and k� > 1. The fraction of a ! ⌧⌧ ! µµ + 4⌫

in the total signal is given by f⌧⌧ . The full signal model
is:

Pa = CB(mµµ | µCB,�CB) + f⌧⌧GA(mµµ | µ⌧⌧ ,�⌧⌧ ) ,
µCB = aµ ·ma , µ⌧⌧ = kµ · µCB , �⌧⌧ = k� · a� ·ma ,

�CB = a� ·ma + b� · (mH � 100GeV). (3)

The values of the parameters b�, kµ, k�, and f⌧⌧
are determined by fitting the signal simulation, while
the parameters ↵CB, aµ, and a� are measured in data
following the procedure described in the Sec. VB, and
are found to be consistent with simulation. Figure 1
shows the result of a simultaneous fit of both signal re-
gions to all simulated signal samples, projected into SRµ
for one benchmark mass point with ma = 5GeV and
mH = mh = 125GeV.

B. Background model

The full background model consists of several pieces:
six SM resonances (J/ , 0,⌥1S ,⌥2S ,⌥3S , Z), a tt̄ com-
ponent, and one piece for the nonresonant continuum
background (dominated by low-mass Drell–Yan events).
Each SM resonance is modeled by the same double-sided
Crystal Ball function used for the signal a ! µµ reso-
nance (see Sec. 1), with the o↵set b� set to zero. The
mean, µX , and width, �X , of each resonance X are as-
sumed to be linearly dependent on its mass (mX) with
the same slopes as in the signal model. The measured
value of the mass of each resonance is found to be con-
sistent with the PDG best-fit value [68] and are therefore
constrained to the PDG value and its associated uncer-
tainty. The low-mass resonances are combined into two
composite models,  and ⌥, by adding the resonances of
the higher spin states with fractions f 0 , f⌥2S , and f⌥3S ,
as shown in Eqs. 4 and 5.

The background from tt̄ production is modeled with
a Rayleigh distribution [69], defined by multiplying mµµ

by a Gaussian distribution with mean set to zero and
width, �tt̄. The mostly Drell–Yan continuum background
is modeled by an exponential decay function, with pa-
rameter ↵�⇤ < 0, multiplied by mµµ raised to the power
n�⇤ . The full expression for the continuum background
is m

n�⇤
µµ e↵�⇤mµµ .

A contribution to the background from bb̄ produc-
tion followed by two semileptonic decays of b-hadrons to
muons was also considered and found to be small in the
signal region, with a mµµ shape similar to the Drell–Yan
component but with a rate about 1% as large. This is ex-
pected since dimuon events from bb̄ are highly suppressed
after applying the muon isolation requirements, the muon
pT cuts, and the dimuon pT cut. Events from double
semileptonic b-hadron decays (b ! cµ+X ! µµ+X) are
found to contribute as well, but only for mµµ < 3.5GeV
(which is below the signal region) at a rate of about 10%
that of Drell–Yan events.

Lastly, the full model in each region (CRj, CRb, SRµ or
SRe) is defined by adding four background models: one

~ 3 GeV ~10 GeV 
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Figure 6: Observed (solid red) and expected (dashed black)
limits with the expected ±1� and ±2� bands shown in green
and yellow respectively. The top figure shows the expected
and observed limits on the rate (�(gg ! h)⇥BR(h ! aa))

relative to the SM Higgs boson gluon-gluon fusion
production cross section (�

SM

) as a function of ma with mH

set to 125GeV. The limits are evaluated in 50MeV intervals
below 15GeV, then 100MeV intervals up to 30GeV, and

200MeV intervals up to ma = 50GeV. Shown in the bottom
figure is the total rate (�(gg ! H)⇥BR(H ! aa)) as a

function of mH with ma set to 5GeV, evaluated at 50GeV
intervals from mH = 100GeV to 500GeV and at

mH = mh = 125GeV. The width of the black band in the
bottom figure indicates the theoretical uncertainty on the

SM gg ! H cross section [56]. In both figures, the observed
and expected limits have been scaled by an O(1) parameter,
BR(a ! ⌧⌧)2, to account for the branching ratios assumed
in this analysis and facilitate reinterpretation of the results.

X. CONCLUSION

A search for the decay of a scalar Higgs boson to two
pseudoscalar a Higgs bosons (H ! aa) in the context of
the NMSSM is presented with LHC data corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb�1 of pp collisions atp
s = 8TeV, collected in 2012 by the ATLAS experiment.

Final states are considered with two muons consistent
with the decay of one a boson as well as a third lepton
(e or µ) and tracks, consistent with collimated ⌧ -leptons
from the other a boson. A scan of the dimuon invariant
mass distribution from 3.7GeV to 50GeV shows no sig-
nificant excess of data over SM backgrounds. Limits are
set assuming no coupling of the a boson to quarks. The
observed 95% CL upper limits on the production rate,
�(gg ! H)⇥BR(H ! aa), are consistent with the ex-
pected limit and are determined to be from 2.33 pb to
0.72 pb, for mH between 100GeV and 500GeV (and ma

= 5GeV). A 95% CL upper limit for the production
of the h boson and its decay rate to two pseudoscalar a
bosons is set for ma from 3.7GeV to 50GeV, with the
most stringent limit placed at 3.5% for ma = 3.75GeV.
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• Model independent search for a light pseudo-
scalar decaying to a pair of muons 

• Challenging: almost no background or signal 

• Benchmark models:  
• NMSSM: higgs decays directly to a1 boson 
• Dark SUSY: model a simple extra U(1) symmetry in 

which a bosons can decay to (displaced) muons 

• Search region:  
• NMSSM: 0.25 < ma < 3.55 GeV 
• Dark SUSY: 0.25 < ma < 8.5 GeV 

• Offline selection:  
• At least 4 muons with pT: 17-8-8-8 GeV 
• 2 opposite sign muons are combined into a dimuon 
• Exactly 2 dimuons with compatible masses 
• No requirement on the number of unpaired muons

7

Search for H(125) → 2a1 → 4µ

May 9th 2017 Searches for light BSM Higgs states with CMS
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1 Introduction

In July 2012 the ATLAS and CMS collaborations at the CERN LHC announced the discovery
of a particle [1–3] with properties consistent with the standard model (SM) Higgs boson [4–7].
Direct measurements of the production and decay rates of the new particle, using SM decay
channels, have so far played a key role in determining whether or not it is indeed consistent
with the SM predictions. However, substantially increasing the precision of these measure-
ments will require further data. Searches for Higgs bosons through production mechanisms
not predicted by the SM, or decay modes involving particles not included in the SM, provide
a complementary approach and have the advantage of probing specific types of new physics
models with the existing data.

This letter presents a search for the pair production of new light bosons (denoted as ‘a’) de-
caying to pairs of isolated, oppositely charged muons (dimuons). One production mechanism
for these new bosons is in the decay chain of a Higgs boson h, which can be SM-like or not:
h ! 2a + X ! 4µ + X, where X denotes possible additional particles from cascade decays of
the Higgs boson. A range of new physics scenarios predict this decay topology, including the
next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) [8] and models with hidden (or
dark) sectors [9–11].

The NMSSM is an extension of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [12, 13]
that includes an additional gauge singlet field. It resolves the so-called µ problem [14] and
significantly reduces the amount of fine tuning required in the MSSM [15]. The NMSSM Higgs
sector consists of three CP-even neutral Higgs bosons h1,2,3, two CP-odd neutral Higgs bosons
a1,2 and a pair of charged Higgs bosons h±. The h1 and h2 can decay via h1,2 ! 2a1, where
either the h1 or h2 can be the boson observed at 125 GeV. The a1 boson can be light and couple
weakly to SM particles with a coupling to fermions proportional to the fermion mass. Therefore
it can have a substantial branching fraction B(a1 ! µ+µ�) if its mass is within the range
2mµ < ma1 < 2mt [16, 17] (benchmark model 1 in this letter). A search for final states containing
muon pairs provides sensitivity to models of this form.

Supersymmetry (SUSY) models with dark sectors (dark SUSY) offer an explanation for the
excess in the ratio of the positron flux to the combined flux of positrons and electrons observed
by the satellite experiments [18–20] in primary cosmic rays as well as predict cold dark matter
with a scale of O(1 TeV). A simple realization of these models includes a new U(1)D symmetry
(the subscript “D” stands for “Dark”) which is broken and gives rise to massive dark photons
(denoted as gD). Kinetic mixing of the new U(1)D with the SM hypercharge U(1)Y provides a
small mixing between gD and the SM photon which allows gD to decay to SM particles [21].
Depending on the value # of the kinetic mixing, the gD may also be long-lived. The lack of
an antiproton to proton ratio excess of the magnitude similar to the positron excess in the
measurements of the cosmic ray spectrum constrains the mass of gD to be less than twice the
mass of the proton [22]. If the hidden sector directly or indirectly interacts with the Higgs
field, a number of possible scenarios may be realized. One such scenario, denoted in this letter
as benchmark model 2, is a model of SUSY where the SM-like Higgs boson can decay via
h ! 2n1, where n1 is the lightest neutralino in the visible (as opposed to hidden) part of the
SUSY spectrum. The n1 can decay via n1 ! nD + gD, where nD is a dark neutralino that
escapes detection. Assuming that gD can only decay to SM particles, the branching fraction
B(gD ! µ+µ�) can be as large as 45%, depending on the mass of gD [11].

Previous searches for pair production of new light bosons decaying into dimuons were per-
formed at the Tevatron [23] and the LHC [24, 25]. Searches for associated production of the
light CP-odd scalar bosons have been performed at e+e� colliders [26, 27] and the Tevatron [28].

BR to µ large for  
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Figure 1: Distribution of the invariant masses m1µµ vs. m2µµ for the isolated dimuon events
following the application of all constraints except the m1µµ ' m2µµ requirement of compatibility
within the detector resolution. The compatible diagonal signal region (outlined with dashed
lines) contains one data event (triangle) at m1µµ = 0.33 GeV and m2µµ = 0.22 GeV. There are
also nine data events (white circles) which fail the m1µµ ' m2µµ compatibility requirement. The
color scale indicates the expected SM background in range 2mµ < m1µµ, m2µµ < 2mt.

have a common vertex and an invariant mass consistent with that of the J/y particle. Events
are further required to contain at least four reconstructed muons with pT > 3.5 GeV, which
form dimuon pairs. This control sample does not specifically require that the dimuons satisfy
the requirement Isum < 2 GeV since Isum is used to separate the contribution of “prompt” and
“nonprompt” (from b quark decays) J/y in data. Finally, both dimuons are required to have an
invariant mass between 2.8 and 3.3 GeV. Following these requirements the data sample con-
sists of events containing prompt and nonprompt J/y. To subtract the nonprompt component,
two independent methods have been studied: the first one divides the control sample based on
the values of the isolation variable Isum for each of the two dimuons in each event. The number
of events in which both dimuons satisfy the requirement Isum < 2 GeV is extrapolated from
the regions in which at least one of the dimuons fails this requirement. The second approach
uses the lifetime of J/y candidate, calculated under the hypothesis of it being produced at the
beam line, as a discriminating variable. The data distribution is fitted in the isolated region
using prompt and nonprompt templates from simulation and nonisolated sideband in data, re-
spectively. Both approaches give consistent results within the associated uncertainties and the
results of the isolation-based method are used in the final analysis. There are two mechanisms
for the production of prompt double J/y events: single- and double-parton scattering (SPS and
DPS, respectively), corresponding to whether the two J/y mesons are produced from one or
two independent parton interactions. The number of prompt events in the control region are
further separated into SPS and DPS components using the J/y rapidity difference as the dis-

For 8 TeV dataset 1 event observed 
2.7 expected 
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Figure 6: Left: The 95% CL upper limits as functions of ma1 , for the NMSSM case, on s(pp !
h1,2 ! 2a1)⇥ B2(a1 ! 2µ) with mh1 = 86 GeV/c2 (dashed curve) and mh1 = 125 GeV/c2 (dash-
dotted curve). The limits are compared to the predicted rate (solid curve) obtained using a
simplified scenario with B(h1 ! 2a1) = 0.8%, s(pp ! h1) = sSM(mh1 = 125 GeV/c2) [71],
s(pp ! h2)⇥ B(h2 ! 2a1) = 0, and B(a1 ! 2µ) as a function of ma1 which is taken from [28]
for NMSSM parameter tan b = 20. Right: The 95% CL upper limits on B(h1 ! 2a1)⇥B2(a1 !
2µ) with mh1 = 90 GeV/c2 (dashed curve) and mh1 = 125 GeV/c2 (dash-dotted curve) assuming
s(pp ! h1) = sSM(mh1) [71] and s(pp ! h2) ⇥ B(h2 ! 2a1) = 0. The limits are com-
pared to the predicted branching fraction (solid line) obtained using a simplified scenario with
B(h1 ! 2a1) = 0.8% and B(a1 ! 2µ) as a function of ma1 which is taken from [28] for NMSSM
parameter tan b = 20.
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the SM Higgs boson [71].

For the NMSSM, the 95% CL upper limit is derived for s (pp ! h1,2 ! 2a1) ⇥ B2(a1 ! 2µ)
as a function of mh1 for three choices of ma1 as shown in Fig. 5 (left) and as a function of ma1

for three choices of mh1 as shown in Fig. 6 (left). As mh2 is unrestricted for any given mh1 , we
use efull(mh2) = efull(mh1) to simplify the interpretation. This is conservative since efull(mh2) >
efull(mh1) if mh2 > mh1 , for any ma1 . We also derive the 95% CL upper limit for B (h1 ! 2a1)⇥
B2(a1 ! 2µ) as a function of ma1 for three choices of mh1 as shown in Fig. 6 (right) assuming
that only h1 gives a significant contribution to the final state considered in this analysis and has
the production cross section of a SM Higgs boson, i.e. s(pp ! h1) = sSM(mh1) and s(pp !
h2)⇥ B(h2 ! 2a1) = 0. For the NMSSM simplified prediction scenario we use B(a1 ! 2µ) as
a function of ma1 , calculated in [28] for tan b = 20 with no hadronization effects included in the
ma1 < 2mt region. The branching fraction B(a1 ! 2µ) is influenced by the a1 ! ss̄ and a1 ! gg
channels. The significant structures in the predicted curves visible in Fig. 6 arise from the fact
that B(a1 ! gg) varies rapidly in that region of ma1 . The rapid variation in B(a1 ! gg) occurs
when ma1 crosses the internal quark loop thresholds. The representative value of B(a1 ! 2µ)
is equal to 7.7% for ma1 ⇡ 2 GeV/c2. Finally, we choose B(h1 ! 2a1) = 0.8%, which yields
predictions for the rates of dimuon pair events comparable to the obtained experimental limits.

In the case of the dark-SUSY model, the 95% CL upper limit is derived for s(pp ! h ! 2n1 !
2nD + 2gD)⇥ B2(gD ! 2µ) as a function of mh. This limit is shown in Fig. 5 (right) for mn1 =
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Figure 2: The distribution of the pT of the di-muon and di-jet system (a,b), the mass of the di-
jet and µµjj system (c,d) and pT of the µµjj system (e) after the minimal selection. Simulated
samples are normalized to 19.7 fb�1 with their theoretical cross sections.
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2 3 Data and simulated samples
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Figure 1: Feynman diagram for the signal topology.

loss of sensitivity of the current search towards ma1 ⇡ 20 GeV and lower. The upper bound
is slightly above the kinematic threshold imposed by mass of the Higgs boson. The analysis
is performed using the data collected with the CMS detector during 2012, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1.

2 CMS detector

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal di-
ameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the superconducting solenoid volume are
a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL),
and a brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL). Muons are measured in gas-ionization
detectors embedded in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid. Extensive forward
calorimetry complements the coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors. Muons
measured in the pseudorapidity range |h| < 2.4 of the muon system are matched to tracks
measured in the silicon tracker. This results in transverse momentum resolution for muons
with 20 < pT < 100 GeV of 1.3–2.0% in the barrel and better than 6% in the endcaps [22].
The calorimetry systems, ECAL and HCAL, with |h| < 3.0 coverage are used to identify and
measure the energy of different particles including hadrons. The CMS detector is nearly her-
metic, which permits good measurements of the energy imbalance in the plane transverse to
the beam line. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition of
the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in [23].

3 Data and simulated samples

This analysis is performed using the data from the LHC proton-proton collisions at 8 TeV
center-of-mass energy. The data sample, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1

for the double-muon triggers, was collected with the CMS detector in 2012. The NMSSM
benchmark model is used to generate signal samples with PYTHIA 6.4 [24] where the pT of the
Higgs boson is corrected for the next-to-next-to-leading order effects. The Drell-Yan process,
Z/g⇤(! ``) + jets, is modeled with MADGRAPH 5.148 [25] event generator and interfaced
with PYTHIA for parton showering. A lower bound of m`` > 10 GeV is applied to avoid di-
vergences at low dilepton invariant masses. Similar generator and showering program is used
for tt and dibosons (WW, WZ, ZZ) event samples. Single top quark events produced in asso-
ciation with a W boson are generated using POWHEG 1.0 [26–29] interfaced with PYTHIA for
parton showering. Despite its small contribution, the Z-boson associated production of the
SM Higgs boson is also included in the list of backgrounds. This sample is generated with

8 References

The uncertainties are found to have negligible effect on the signal model parameters where
their corresponding effects on the acceptance are taken into account by introducing nuisance
parameters to the fit.

7 Results

The analysis of data yields no significant excess over the SM background prediction. Fig-
ure 3 shows the mµµ distribution in data together with the best fit output for a signal-plus-
background model at ma1 = 35 GeV.
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Figure 3: The best fit output to the data for a signal-plus-background model at ma1 = 35 GeV,
including the uncertainties.

The upper limit on sgg!h ⇥ B(h ! a1a1 ! µ+µ�bb̄) is obtained at 95% confidence level (CL)
using an asymptotic CLs method [48–51] with systematic uncertainties treated as nuisance pa-
rameters. Assuming the SM cross section for the gg ! h process within its theory uncertainty,
an upper limit is placed on B(h ! a1a1 ! µ+µ�bb̄) using the same procedure. Limits are
evaluated as a function of ma1 .

The observed and expected medians together with the corresponding uncertainty bands are
illustrated in Fig. 4 for both scenarii.

8 Summary

A search for h ! a1a1 ! µµbb signal, motivated in NMSSM and extensions to Two Higgs
Doublet models, is carried out using 19.7 fb�1 of proton collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV. No statis-

tically significant excess is found in data with respect to the SM background prediction. The
results of the analysis are presented in the form of upper limits, at 95% CL, on the Higgs cross
section times B(h ! a1a1 ! µ+µ�bb̄) as well as on the Higgs branching ratio to µµbb final
state.
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4 4 Event selection and optimization

fication [37]. In selected events, the jet with a higher discriminating value is required to meet
the loose criteria of the combined secondary vertex algorithm. A set of pT-dependent correc-
tion factors are applied to simulated events to account for differences in the b tagging efficiency
between data and simulation [37].

Because of the typically small amount of energy carried by neutrinos from possible semilep-
tonic decays in b jets, the imbalance in the transverse momentum of signal events is not ex-
pected to be large. The missing transverse energy, ET/ , is defined as the modulus of 6~pT, which
is the negative ~pT sum of all reconstructed PF candidates. The jet energy calibration therefore
introduces corrections to the ET/ measurement.

The ET/ significance, calculated via a likelihood function on an event-by-event basis [38], has
shown to provide a better discrimination than ET/ against background in the presence of pileup.
Events are selected if the value of the ET/ significance is less than 6.

The search for a new scalar, and therefore the final limits, are restricted to ma1 2 [25, 65]. How-
ever for the selection, optimization and eventual background modeling, a slightly wider range
(±5 GeV) is used. This is to ensure a good measurement of the background shape through the
entire target search region, including regions near the boundaries. It means events with mµµ

out of [20, 70] GeV are discarded.

Although the background estimation for this analysis if fully based on data, simulated samples
are used to optimize the selection. Figure 2 shows distributions for events passing the minimal
selection requirements in data and simulation. The simulated events at this level are used in
the optimization procedure. In this figure, data and simulation are compared for the pT of the
di-muon system and the mass and the pT of the di-jet system. In events with more muons or
jets passing the selection criteria, the two with the highest pT are taken. Using the same selected
muon and jet pairs, Fig. 2 also illustrates the distributions of the invariant mass mµµjj and the
transverse momentum pµµjj

T of the four-body system.

The distributions for simulated events follow reasonably those in the data. The yields in data
and simulation, presented in Table 1, are also in a reasonable agreement.

Table 1: Event yields for data and simulated processes after the minimal event selection. The
expected number of simulated events is normalized to the integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1.

Process Yield
Z/g⇤+jets
m`` > 10 GeV 87380 ± 687
Top (tt̄ (``)) 3238 ± 12
Top (tt̄ (`j) + tW ) 500 ± 11
Diboson 325 ± 4
Zh 1 ± 0.02
Total 91444 ± 686
Data 92906

After the optimization procedure, the leading muon pT is required to be greater than 24 GeV
where the subleading muon must pass the 9 GeV threshold. The two jets are selected with
pT > 15 GeV and are required to pass medium b jet identification criteria. The ET/ significance
has to be less than 6. Events outside |mµµbb � 125 | < 25 GeV window are rejected where here
the mµµbb quantity refers to the invariant mass of the two muon together with the two b-tagged
jets. It is expected to be compatible with the mass of the Higgs boson for signal events. For
completeness, the expected yields together with the number of data events after the optimized
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What is full picture? 

n  Number of searches for light higgses covering 
range ~ 0.3 – 60 GeV.  

n  Bring all of this information together to see how 
models space constrained for generic 2HDM, 
NMSSM and nMSSM.  

n  Paper JHEP 1702 (2017) Robin Aggleton (Rutherford & Bristol U. & 
Southampton U.) , Daniele Barducci (Annecy, LAPTH) , Nils-Erik Bomark (Adger U. Coll., 
Kristiansand) , Stefano Moretti (Rutherford & Southampton U.) , Claire Shepherd-
Themistocleous (Rutherford)  
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Methodology 

n  Scan over model parameter spaces to determine 
total cross section for production and decay chain 

n  Applying existing experimental constraints 

n  Compare results of searches to parameter space 
allowed before the search.  
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Scans over parameter spaces 
A variety of public tools used 
 

n  NMSSMTools  
q  Provides mass spectra, couplings BR.  
q  Will compare particular point in parameter space to 

previously existing experimental limits using Lilith database.  
q  Dark matter relic abundance from micrOMEGA.  

n  2HDMC (Two Higgs Doublet model calculator) 
q  Higgs masses, couplings, BR 

n  HiggsBounds & HiggsSignals 
q  Given input from above will impose experimental constraints 
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Experimental constraints 
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Constraints implemented through NMSSMTools, HiggsBounds and HiggsSignals 
 

q Higgs signal measurements from LHC, LEP, Tevatron 

•  Measurements on 125 GeV SM-like Higs  

•  Limits from other searches.  

q Flavour constraints LHC, Belle, BaBar  (MultiNest, SuperIso) 

q g-2 (muon anomalous magnetic moment) (Δaµ = aµ
exp – aµ

SM) 

q Dark Matter relic density abundance.  (micrOMEGAs)  

Relaxed set of constraints:  Δaµ > 0, ΩDMh2 < 0.131 and R(D), R(D*) constraints 
ignored 



Parameter Scan Method 
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Each scan point is defined by choosing a 
random value for each model parameter 
within constrained ranges.  

Dependence of observables of interest 
on model parameter varies considerably. 

Example results impose constraints  
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Figure 2. Heatmaps of mh1 as a function of several NMSSM input parameters: At, λ, and κ.
Each horizontal bin is normalised such that the largest bin in each row has contents = 1. Relaxed
constraints have been applied, apart from those on Higgs signal rates.

125±3 GeV is achievable over the parameter range scanned. Figure 2 shows the dependence

of mh1 on selected parameters where there are noticeable trends. Relaxed constraints have

been applied, apart from those on Higgs signal rates. In particular, At (left panel) sets

an upper limit on mh1 through its effect on the stop mixing which in turn effects the loop

contributions to the Higgs mass. Additionally, smaller values of λ (central panel) tend to

push mh1 to larger values. It may seem surprising that smaller λ allows larger mh1 , while

the NMSSM specific contribution to mh1 is proportional to λ. But in our case all large λ

are already excluded by the signal rate constraints and mh1 only shows a clear growth with

λ for λ > 0.4, below that one also has to remember that λ affects the mixing of the scalars

and thus can have a more complicated impact on mh1 . We also see that smaller values of

κ ∼ 0.1–0.3 (right panel) are preferred in order to satisfy signal rate constraints for h1.

There have been numerous studies of light pseudoscalars in the NMSSM and their

discovery prospects, see, e.g., [26–44] but the present study is the first attempt to investigate

the impact on the NMSSM parameter space from LHC searches for light pseudoscalars.

For our analysis, we have performed scans for both the Z3-invariant NMSSM (hereafter

referred to as just the NMSSM), and a GUT inspired NMSSM. In the latter, one has

a common parameter for all scalar masses (m0), a common parameter for all trilinear

parameters except Aλ and Aκ (A0), and a typical GUT relation between the gaugino

masses (M2 = 2M1 = M3/3 = m1/2 at the EW scale). The singlet pseudoscalar mass

parameter, Mp, is used as an input parameter in the GUT scan instead of Aκ, requiring

input parameters to be specified at the EW scale to be effective. The parameter ranges

for the NMSSM scan are described in table 2, while the ranges in the GUT inspired scan

are given in table 3; here two scans were made, one (reduced range) focusing on the region

with large λ and small tan β to optimise the NMSSM specific contribution to the Higgs

mass, and one broader (extended range) to ensure no possibility was missed.

All the NMSSM scans use NMSSMTools (v4.9.3 for the NMSSM, v4.6.0 for the GUT

inspired scan) [45–47] to calculate sparticle spectra and ensure consistency with LEP

and LHC exclusions at 8TeV. The GUT inspired scan also uses MultiNest-v2.18 [48],

and SuperIso-v3.3 to check constraints from B physics. NMSSMTools includes both
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been applied, apart from those on Higgs signal rates. In particular, At (left panel) sets

an upper limit on mh1 through its effect on the stop mixing which in turn effects the loop

contributions to the Higgs mass. Additionally, smaller values of λ (central panel) tend to

push mh1 to larger values. It may seem surprising that smaller λ allows larger mh1 , while

the NMSSM specific contribution to mh1 is proportional to λ. But in our case all large λ

are already excluded by the signal rate constraints and mh1 only shows a clear growth with

λ for λ > 0.4, below that one also has to remember that λ affects the mixing of the scalars

and thus can have a more complicated impact on mh1 . We also see that smaller values of

κ ∼ 0.1–0.3 (right panel) are preferred in order to satisfy signal rate constraints for h1.

There have been numerous studies of light pseudoscalars in the NMSSM and their

discovery prospects, see, e.g., [26–44] but the present study is the first attempt to investigate

the impact on the NMSSM parameter space from LHC searches for light pseudoscalars.

For our analysis, we have performed scans for both the Z3-invariant NMSSM (hereafter

referred to as just the NMSSM), and a GUT inspired NMSSM. In the latter, one has

a common parameter for all scalar masses (m0), a common parameter for all trilinear

parameters except Aλ and Aκ (A0), and a typical GUT relation between the gaugino

masses (M2 = 2M1 = M3/3 = m1/2 at the EW scale). The singlet pseudoscalar mass

parameter, Mp, is used as an input parameter in the GUT scan instead of Aκ, requiring

input parameters to be specified at the EW scale to be effective. The parameter ranges

for the NMSSM scan are described in table 2, while the ranges in the GUT inspired scan

are given in table 3; here two scans were made, one (reduced range) focusing on the region

with large λ and small tan β to optimise the NMSSM specific contribution to the Higgs

mass, and one broader (extended range) to ensure no possibility was missed.

All the NMSSM scans use NMSSMTools (v4.9.3 for the NMSSM, v4.6.0 for the GUT

inspired scan) [45–47] to calculate sparticle spectra and ensure consistency with LEP

and LHC exclusions at 8TeV. The GUT inspired scan also uses MultiNest-v2.18 [48],

and SuperIso-v3.3 to check constraints from B physics. NMSSMTools includes both
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Figure 1. Heatmaps of ma1 as a function of several NMSSM input parameters: κ, λ, and Aκ.
Each horizontal bin is normalised such that the largest bin in each row has contents = 1. Relaxed
constraints have been applied, apart from those on Higgs signal rates.

searches for scalars decaying to ττ pairs, though one might add that more recently [25]

claims there still is a very constrained possibility that the heavier scalar is the discovered

one in the phenomenological MSSM.

The inclusion of the extra singlet superfield results in a modified superpotential,

WNMSSM ⊃ λ!S !Hu
!Hd +

κ

3
!S3, (2.2)

where λ and κ are dimensionless coupling constants, and we have assumed a Z3 invariant

model. The rest of the superpotential is formed from the usual Yukawa terms for quarks and

leptons as in the MSSM. Further, one needs to add the corresponding soft supersymmetry

breaking terms in the scalar potential,

V NMSSM
soft ⊃ m2

S |S|2 +
"
λAλHuHdS +

κ

3
AκS

3 + h.c.

#
, (2.3)

where mS , Aλ and Aκ are dimensionful mass and trilinear parameters, and one also has

the other usual MSSM soft SUSY breaking terms.

As the masses of the singlet dominated scalar and pseudoscalar are essentially free

parameters, it opens the possibility for them to be very light. If the singlet component of

a1 is large enough, then such light particles can easily escape all exclusion limits from earlier

searches. We briefly consider ma1 as a function of selected input parameters, showing the

results in figure 1. Scan details are explained below. Relaxed constraints have been applied,

apart from those on Higgs signal rates. Each horizontal bin is normalised such that the

largest bin in each row has contents = 1. This allows one to see which value(s) of input

parameter are preferred for a given ma1 by removing any underlying distribution in ma1 .

There are a few salient features to note. Most strikingly, panel (a) shows that Aκ ∼ 0

or slightly negative is highly favoured for a light a1 scenario. Panel (b) indicates some

preference for κ ! 0.3, with another “hotspot” of points at κ ∼ 0.02− 0.04. Panel (c) also

shows a weak preference for a fairly small λ ∼ 0.15.

Whilst a scalar with mass ∼ 125 GeV is easily achievable in the NMSSM, it is useful

to momentarily review its dependence on the model input parameters. A scalar with mass
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DM relic abundance wrt 

effective mu parameter  
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Parameter Range

λ 0–0.3

κ 0–0.6

tanβ 10–30

µeff 180–220 GeV

Aλ 100–4000 GeV

Aκ -10–4 GeV

At 1500–5000 GeV

Ab 500–2500 GeV

Parameter Range

M1 150 GeV

M2 300 GeV

M3 250–2500 GeV

MU1 = MU2 = MU3 500–2500 GeV

MD1 = MD2 = MD3 500–2500 GeV

MQ1 = MQ2 = MQ3 800–2500 GeV

ME1/2/3
= ML1/2/3

1000 GeV

Ae/µ/τ 2500 GeV

Table 2. NMSSM parameters and their ranges used for the scans. All parameters are specified at
the SUSY scale.

Parameter Extended range Reduced range

m0 (GeV) 200–2000 200–2000

m1/2 (GeV) 100–2000 100–1000

A0 (GeV) −5000–5000 −3000–3000

µeff (GeV) 50–1000 100–200

tanβ 1–30 1–6

λ 0.01–0.7 0.4–0.7

κ 0.01–0.7 0.01–0.7

Aλ (GeV) 200–2000 200–1000

Mp (GeV) 3–140 3–140

Table 3. Parameter ranges used in the GUT inspired NMSSM scans. All parameters are specified
at the EWK scale.

Higgs exclusion and signal strength constraints from experimental results, based on

Lilith [49] database version 15.09. Flavour constraints have also been implemented in

NMSSMTools [50], and points are checked against these constraints.

In order to use HiggsSignals with the output from NMSSMTools, we add a DMASS block

to the SLHA file to represent theoretical uncertainties on the h125 mass. This is set to 2

GeV for both h1 and h2. Additionally, HiggsSignals was modified to ensure that either

h1 or h2 was correctly assigned to h125 by increasing assignmentrange_massobs to 2.0 in

usefulbits_HS.f90.

2.3 New Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (nMSSM)

In the previous section we have described the properties of the Z3 invariant NMSSM.

However, a general 2HDM+S superpotential might not posses this accidental symmetry. A

different realisation, called the new Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (nMSSM),

possesses instead a discrete R-symmetry that forbids a cubic singlet term in the superpo-

tential but allows for tadpole terms. While the field content of the nMSSM is the same

as that of the Z3 invariant NMSSM, the phenomenology can be quite different due to the

different superpotential and soft SUSY breaking terms.
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In the previous section we have described the properties of the Z3 invariant NMSSM.

However, a general 2HDM+S superpotential might not posses this accidental symmetry. A

different realisation, called the new Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (nMSSM),
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In the previous section we have described the properties of the Z3 invariant NMSSM.
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h = h125

Parameter Range

mh 124–128GeV

mH 128–1000GeV

mA 3.5–40GeV

mH± 128–1000GeV

tanβ 0.5–50

m2
12 10–105 GeV2

| sin(β − α)| 0.9–1

H = h125

Parameter Range

mh 3.5–124GeV

mH 124–128GeV

mA 3.5–40GeV

mH± 128–1000GeV

tanβ 0.5–50

m2
12 10–105GeV2

| cos(β − α)| 0.9–1

Table 1. 2HDM parameters and their ranges used for the scans. Left table for mh = 125GeV,
right for mH = 125GeV.

Starting from the scalar potential of eq. (2.1), various 2HDM realisations can then

be formulated according on how the SM fermions couple to the two Higgs doublets. In

particular we will focus in our analysis on the so called Type I and Type II 2HDMs. In

Type I 2HDM all the SM fermions, up and down type quarks and down type leptons,

couple to only one doublet while in Type II down type quarks and leptons couple to one

doublet and up type quarks to the other doublet.

In order to scan the 2HDM parameter space we have used the package 2HMDC [13]

with input parameters defined in the mass basis. In this basis the free model parameters

are the physical masses of the four scalar states (mh, mH , mA, mH±), the ratio of the

two doublets vacuum expectation values (tan β = v2/v2), m2
12, and sin(β − α), with α the

mixing angle between the two scalar states. The parameter ranges used for the scan are

indicated in table 1. The 2HMDC package imposes basic theoretical constraints, such as

stability of the potential, tree level unitarity, and consistency with the S, T, and U EW

parameters. Finally superiso [14] was used to check compatibility with current flavour

constraints. However failing points were not explicitly excluded to increase the overall

scan efficiency.

2.2 Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM)

The Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) [15] is a simple extension

of the MSSM, which adds a singlet S to its superpotential. Originally proposed to solve the

µ-problem of the MSSM, the NMSSM has gained renewed interest as additional tree-level

contributions to the Higgs mass alleviates the need for large loop contributions to achieve

its measured value, thus possibly allowing a more natural sparticle spectrum [16–22].

The inclusion of a new singlet scalar naturally also leads to more physical scalar par-

ticles: one scalar and one pseudoscalar will be added giving in total three scalars (h1,2,3),

two pseudoscalars (a1,2), and the usual charged Higgs h±. A novel feature is that the

discovered Higgs can be assigned to either h1 or h2. The latter possibility was found to be

excluded in the MSSM by [23, 24] due to a combination of flavour observables and LHC
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2HDM parameter ranges for h = h125 and H = h125 

TYPE I   all SM fermions couple to 1 doublet 

TYPE II  down type quarks and leptons up type quarks to other doublet 
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Region 1A

Parameter Range

tanβ 6.6–10

λ 0.33–0.53

µ 240–400GeV

m0 0–1080GeV

M1/2 630–1200GeV

A0 −1700–50GeV

Aλ 1400–6000GeV

ξF 10–100GeV2

ξS −6× 104–2×104GeV3

Region 1B

Parameter Range

tanβ 6–8

λ 0.49–0.52

µ 350–430GeV

m0 4040–4800GeV

M1/2 280–440GeV

A0 6700–7900GeV

Aλ 7000–7900GeV

ξF −1.5× 104—1.4×104GeV2

ξS −1.9× 107—1.6×107GeV3

Table 4. nMSSM parameter ranges surviving the scan described in the text. Left table for region
1A, right for region 1B.

denoted as 1A and 1B. Region 1A is characterised by a small m0 and M1/2, both below

1TeV, whilst region 1B has a small M1/2 (< 500GeV) and large m0 (> 4TeV). Their full

parameter ranges are reported in table 4.

Unlike the NMSSM, in both these regions the role of the SM Higgs boson is played

by h2, with h1 having a mass between 35 and 70GeV. As previously mentioned, a1 is the

lightest of the Higgs states which has a dominant singlino component, while the remaining

heavier Higgs are decoupled. In particular region 1B features an extremely light gluino,

with mg̃ ! 1.2 TeV, and is almost nearly excluded by run 1 searches. LHC results for stop

and slepton searches also strongly constrains region 1A, via , which are light in this part

of the parameter space where m0 is small.

3 New experimental analyses

There are several recent experimental analyses searching for light bosons which may im-

pinge on the parameter space of the aforementioned 2HDM and NMSSM/nMSSM scenar-

ios. We provide an overview of the ones most relevant to this investigation, categorised by

their final state. Note that while we refer to a1, it should be understood that this can refer

to a generic light boson, a1 or h1.

For scenarios wherema1 ≪ mh, a common theme is that of “boosted” topologies, where

the a1 is significantly boosted, and therefore its decay products are highly collimated [58].

The separation is of the order ∆R ∼ 2ma1/p
a
T ∼ 4ma1/mh, where we have assumed

that each a1 has a transverse momentum paT ∼ mh/2. For ma1 ∼ 8 GeV, we therefore

expect ∆R ∼ 0.3. Analyses must therefore take care to ensure standard isolation criteria

do not inadvertently quash any potential signal. At larger ma1 , the a1 is no longer highly

boosted, and there is good separation between its decay products. Standard reconstruction

techniques can therefore be used. The intermediate region, ma1 ∼ 15–20 GeV, proves the

most challenging since the decay objects are neither neatly collimated, nor well separated.
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Region 1A

Parameter Range

tanβ 6.6–10

λ 0.33–0.53

µ 240–400GeV

m0 0–1080GeV

M1/2 630–1200GeV

A0 −1700–50GeV

Aλ 1400–6000GeV

ξF 10–100GeV2

ξS −6× 104–2×104GeV3

Region 1B

Parameter Range

tanβ 6–8

λ 0.49–0.52

µ 350–430GeV

m0 4040–4800GeV

M1/2 280–440GeV

A0 6700–7900GeV

Aλ 7000–7900GeV

ξF −1.5× 104—1.4×104GeV2

ξS −1.9× 107—1.6×107GeV3

Table 4. nMSSM parameter ranges surviving the scan described in the text. Left table for region
1A, right for region 1B.

denoted as 1A and 1B. Region 1A is characterised by a small m0 and M1/2, both below

1TeV, whilst region 1B has a small M1/2 (< 500GeV) and large m0 (> 4TeV). Their full

parameter ranges are reported in table 4.

Unlike the NMSSM, in both these regions the role of the SM Higgs boson is played

by h2, with h1 having a mass between 35 and 70GeV. As previously mentioned, a1 is the

lightest of the Higgs states which has a dominant singlino component, while the remaining

heavier Higgs are decoupled. In particular region 1B features an extremely light gluino,

with mg̃ ! 1.2 TeV, and is almost nearly excluded by run 1 searches. LHC results for stop

and slepton searches also strongly constrains region 1A, via , which are light in this part

of the parameter space where m0 is small.

3 New experimental analyses

There are several recent experimental analyses searching for light bosons which may im-

pinge on the parameter space of the aforementioned 2HDM and NMSSM/nMSSM scenar-

ios. We provide an overview of the ones most relevant to this investigation, categorised by

their final state. Note that while we refer to a1, it should be understood that this can refer

to a generic light boson, a1 or h1.

For scenarios wherema1 ≪ mh, a common theme is that of “boosted” topologies, where

the a1 is significantly boosted, and therefore its decay products are highly collimated [58].

The separation is of the order ∆R ∼ 2ma1/p
a
T ∼ 4ma1/mh, where we have assumed

that each a1 has a transverse momentum paT ∼ mh/2. For ma1 ∼ 8 GeV, we therefore

expect ∆R ∼ 0.3. Analyses must therefore take care to ensure standard isolation criteria

do not inadvertently quash any potential signal. At larger ma1 , the a1 is no longer highly

boosted, and there is good separation between its decay products. Standard reconstruction

techniques can therefore be used. The intermediate region, ma1 ∼ 15–20 GeV, proves the

most challenging since the decay objects are neither neatly collimated, nor well separated.
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Where measurements made in the same mass range but using different final 
states one can relate the limits through branching ratio relations 

In all models considered all leptons and down-type quarks couple to the same 
doublet i.e. no tanβ dependence.  
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3.1 Adapting experimental limits

One can adapt the limit from a search for one final state to place a limit on another, given

a relationship between the corresponding final states. The channel widths are given in [59].

Since all leptons and down-type quarks couple to the same doublet in the models under

consideration, there is no tan β dependence and the conversion is simple. For µµ → ττ :

BR(a1 → ττ)

BR(a1 → µµ)
=

m2
τ β(mτ ,ma1)

m2
µ β(mµ,ma1)

(3.1)

where

β(mX ,ma1) =

!

1−
"
2mX

ma1

#2

(3.2)

is the velocity factor.

For bb̄ → ττ :

BR(a1 → ττ)

BR(a1 → bb̄)
=

m2
τ β(mτ ,ma1)

3m̄2
b β(m̄b,ma1)× (1 +∆qq̄ +∆2

a)
(3.3)

where the radiative corrections are

∆qq̄ = 5.67
ᾱs

π
+ (35.64− 1.35Nf )

"
ᾱs

π

#2

(3.4)

∆2
a =

"
ᾱs

π

#2
$
3.83− ln

m2
a1

m2
t

+
1

6
ln2

m̄2
q

m2
a1

%
(3.5)

where Nf is the number of active light quarks; ᾱs is the running strong coupling constant;

m̄q is the running quark mass in the MS scheme; and α is the QED coupling constant. The

running parameters are evaluated at scale µ = ma1 using [58, 60–63].

3.2 4τ

For the mass region 2mτ–2mb, BR(a1 → ττ) is expected to dominate in a Type II scenario

with tan β ! 2. Ditau (or pairs of ditau) final states are therefore a natural search channel.

However due to the nature of the tau decay, it can be a difficult object to fully reconstruct

in a boosted regime. Taus can decay into 1, 3, or 5 charged particles (“prongs”) along with

one or more neutral particles, including neutrinos. The 1-prong and 3-prong decays modes

make up ∼ 85% and ∼ 15%, respectively, of all tau decays. The multi-particle nature of

the decay reduces the visible energy, making passing trigger thresholds and reconstruction

more difficult then, e.g. , a1 → µµ.

The CMS collaboration has published two analyses that search for 4τ final states arising

from pairs of low-mass boson decays [64, 65]. Whilst both look for h125 → 2a1 → 4τ , and

cover similar ma1 ranges, they utilise different analysis strategies to identify the boosted

tau pairs. Both analyses capitalise on the excellent muon reconstruction and low fake rates,

and require two muons in an event.

The approach taken in [64] (CMS HIG-14-019) targets the tau 1-prong and muon decay

modes. Ditau pairs are selected by looking for a well-isolated muon with only one nearby
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reconstructions algorithms. This analysis required events to have two isolated muons,

along with two b-tagged jets, with the 4-body invariant mass close to 125GeV. Signal

and background functional templates are fit to the mµµ distribution in data, where the

background is dominantly Z/γ + jets. An upper limit is set, which is equivalent to a limit

on the total 4τ cross-section from 40 fb to 100 pb, assuming the relationships given in

section 3.1. It should be noted that unlike other analyses, this limit is fairly constant with

respect to ma1 .

4 Results

We now analyse how these new constraints affect the model parameter space by first consid-

ering the factors that influence the total cross-section, using the NMSSM as an example.

The total production cross-section predicted by a given model, σ × BR, is decomposed

as follows:

σ ×BR(gg → h → 2a1 → 2X2Y ) =

σ8
SM(ggh) · g2ggh ·BR(h → 2a1) ·BR(a1 → 2X) ·BR(a1 → 2Y ) · f

(4.1)

where

• σ8
SM(ggh) is the SM gluon-gluon fusion production cross-section at

√
s = 8 TeV (19.27

pb for mh = 125 GeV [72])

• g2ggh is the squared reduced ggh coupling, with respect to the SM value (1 in the SM

by definition)

• BR(h → 2a1) is the branching ratio of h to 2a1

• BR(a1 → 2X) is the branching ratio of a1 to 2X where X = τ, µ, · · ·

• f is a combinatorics factor: 1 if the final states X and Y are identical, 2 otherwise.

Note that we only consider gluon-gluon fusion production, since it is the dominant pro-

duction mechanism. There are several scenarios that involves light boson pair-production

that we must consider: if h1 = h125, then we could have h1/h2 → 2a1; if h2 = h125 then

we could have h2 → 2a1/h1 or h1 → 2a1.

We now consider the squared reduced gluon-gluon-Higgs coupling, g2ggh, which a priori

is not constrained by the model. Instead, it is heavily constrained by current experimental

results. If hi is assigned to be h125, then Higgs coupling measurements mean it must be

SM-like, i.e. g2gghi
∼ 1. If however it is not h125, then current exclusion limits mean its

production must be suppressed, i.e. have a small g2gghi
. The ggh1 squared reduced coupling

g2ggh1
is shown in figure 3 as a function of several input parameters. Blue points indicate

models where h1 = h125, whilst orange diamonds are models where h2 = h125. Relaxed

constraints have been applied, along with those on HiggsSignals and HiggsBounds. We

note that g2ggh1
is far larger in models where h1 = h125 compared with models where

h2 = h125. Additionally, in the former scenarios g2ggh1
is easily able to reach 1 across
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Reduced ggh coupling (1 in SM) 

SM gluon fusion production cross-section 

h125 can be either h1 or h2.  

TeV 
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h125 → a1a1 
 
Heavier h is  
SM-like Higgs 

H → a1a1 
 
Heavier Higgs is  
NOT SM-like Higgs 

Not observed so  

gggh small, but  

BR can be large 

Largest potential  

σBR  

Contours constant g2
gghBR 

h125 can be either h1 or h2.  
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Difference between constraints from HiggsSignals + HiggsBounds and NMSSMTools.  

Different methodologies for applying constraints (and some differences in exp. limits 
used) 

 H+H uses global χ2 NMSSM χ2 per channel 



NMSSM  
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All results scaled 
to 4τ final state 

bb threshold 

h125 = h1 (green) larger cross sections than h125 = h2 (blue)

Beyond bb threshold experimental results are not sensitive to allowed parameter 
space.   

ATLAS 2τ2µ 
significant constraint 

Relaxed constraints 

used.  

Δaµ > 0  

ΩDMh2 < 0.131

no  R(D), R(D*)  

Flavour constraints (B→Xsµµ & Bs/d → µµ)  exclude these regions 



NMSSM 
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Current experimental  
results not sensitive 
enough  

Different optimizations in ATLAS 
and CMS 2τ2µ searches give very 
different sensitivities at higher 
masses  

2b2µ CMS analysis impact at  

higher masses 



GUT-NMSSM 
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GUT constrained NMSSM similar to previous plots.  



NMSSM – low masses 4µ results 
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All results scaled 
to 4µ final state 

Significant model parameter exclusion 



nMSSM 
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Very constrained mass range allowed 

DM constraint. Lightest neutralino mass constrained to ~ 5 GeV 
relic abundance fixed via annihilation through pseudoscalar a1  
m(a1) ~ 2m(χ1

0)

a1 → χ1
0 χ1

0 dominant decay channel 

 



2HDM  
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TYPE I TYPE II 

Type II 2HDM similar cross sections to NMSSM.  



Conclusion 

n  LHC experiments performed a number of 
searches for light higgses 

n  Analyses often specialized for boosted light higgs 
n  Lack of evidence for such a particle in placing 

constraints on models beyond the MSSM with 
enlarged Higgs sectors  

n  Results for large 13 TeV data samples hopefully 
available soon.  
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3

  

boosted       states

well separated 
muons

Figure 1: Left: Feynman diagram for the signal process. Right: Illustration of the signal topol-
ogy. The label “µ/e/h±” denotes a muon, electron, or charged hadron track.

3 CMS detector, data, and simulated samples84

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diam-85

eter, providing a field of 3.8 T. The innermost component of the detector is a silicon pixel and86

strip tracker, which is used to measure the momenta of charged particles and reconstruct col-87

lision vertices. The tracker, which covers the pseudorapidity range |h| < 2.5, is surrounded88

by a crystal electromagnetic calorimeter and a brass and scintillator hadronic calorimeter, both89

placed inside the solenoid. These calorimeters cover |h| < 3.0. A quartz fiber Cherenkov90

forward detector extends the calorimetric coverage to |h| < 5.0. Muons are measured in the91

pseudorapidity range |h| < 2.4, with detection planes made using three technologies: drift92

tubes, cathode strip chambers, and resistive plate chambers. The first level of the CMS trigger93

system, composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorimeters and94

muon detectors to select the most interesting events in a fixed time interval of 4 µs. The high-95

level trigger processor farm further decreases the event rate from around 100 kHz to around96

450 Hz before data storage. A more detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a97

definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in98

Ref. [46].99

The data set used in this analysis was collected in the year 2012 and corresponds to an inte-100

grated luminosity of 19.7 fb�1 of pp collisions at
p

s = 8 TeV.101

The Monte Carlo (MC) event generator PYTHIA 6.4 [47] is used to model the NMSSM Higgs102

boson signal produced via gluon-gluon fusion. The H(125) boson pT spectrum from PYTHIA103

is reweighted to the spectrum obtained from a next-to-leading-order computation with a next-104

to-next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy using HQT [48, 49]. For optimization studies, diboson105

and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) multijet backgrounds are simulated by PYTHIA. Inclu-106

sive Z, W, and tt production are modelled with MADGRAPH 5.1 [50]. The MADGRAPH gener-107

ator is interfaced with PYTHIA for parton shower and fragmentation. The PYTHIA parameters108

that steer the simulation of hadronization and the underlying event are set to the Z2* tune [51].109

The simulated samples are produced using the CTEQ6L1 parton distribution function (PDF)110

set [52]. The TAUOLA package [53] is used for t lepton decays in all cases. All generated111

events, with the exception of a few special QCD multijet samples discussed in Section 6.2, are112

processed through a detailed simulation of the CMS detector response based on GEANT4 [54]113

and are reconstructed employing the same algorithms as for data.114
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LHC available data 
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Analyses discussed here mainly use 8 TeV data. Lots more to come.  


